VEIL

TM

INTELLIGENT TOILET

VEIL TM WHEN TECHNOLOGY MEETS ART
Balanced curves and ultra-responsive controls set the veil toilet apart. The epitome of minimalist and ergonomic
design, its sculpted form pairs with a suite of customized features fine-tuned to offer optimum hygiene and the
ultimate in individual comfort. Veil , the perfect marriage of technology and art.
TM

POWERFUL FLUSHING
Extraordinary flushing and bulk removal
performance to prevent clogging.
ALL SANITIZATION SYSTEM
Anti-bacteria glaze prevents the growth of
bacteria and germs for optimal hygiene.
INTELLIGENT CONTROL
The toilet seat opens and closes automatically
when the microwave sensor detects a
movement

VEIL
INTELLIGENT TOILET
K-5401ID-0

ERGONOMIC FRENCH CURVE SEAT
Ergonomically designed wide French-curve toilet
seat offers enhanced seating comfort.
SELF-CLEANING AND SANITIZING
Self-cleaning water spray wand for
enhanced hygiene.

PRICE

Rp42,900,000
Rp71,500,000

KOHLER REVOLUTION 360
EXTRAORDINARY FLUSHING PERFORMANCE
FOR COMPLETE HYGIENE.
Kohler upgrades your toilet performance with the
introduction of the new Revolution 360 swirl flush
technology, ensuring a powerful flush and a cleaner
bowl. When activating the toilet flush, the dynamic
flow of water bursts into the toilet bowl thanks to a
larger water inlet, moves along the track of the
rimless bowl’s edge and forms a 360 degrees swirling flow of water, ensuring full coverage of the bowl
for improved hygiene. Thanks to the swirling motion,
Revolution 360 flush technology ensures a cleaner
bowl compared to toilets featuring conventional
flush. The bowl’s new rimless design differs from
conventional toilets’ rim holes, featuring a smooth
surface where dirt and germs have nowhere to hide
for better cleanability.

SAN SOUCI ONE-PIECE TOILET
Skirted one-piece 4.8L toilet dengan
Class Five flushing

IMPROVED HYGIENE
The 360-degrees swirling water flush reaches the entire inner
bowl for optimized cleaning performance and hygiene.
MORE POWERFUL
Extraordinary flushing and bulk removal performance
to prevent clogging.
WATER SAVING
3/4.5L water consumption flushing compliant with
LEED and Green Building certifications' standards.
FULL SKIRTED APRON
Seamless apron skirted bowl design leaves nowhere to
hide for germs and bacteria while ensuring a premium
look.

PRICE

RP7,458,000
RP12,430,000.-

SAN SOUCI TOILET
K-21865T-S-0

VEIL ONE-PIECE TOILET WITH SLIM SEAT
Sculpture with flowing and balanched curves, the
Veil one-Piece Toilet has a bold minimalist style with
a skirted trap way that is easy clean. the dual-flush
trip lever offers the choice of 3.0 or 4.5 liter per flush.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•
a
•
•
•
•
•
•

One-piece toilets integrate the tank and bowl into
seamless, easy-to-clean design
Elongated bowl offers added room and comfort.
Dual flush offers a choice of 3.0 or 4.5 liters.
Fully-glazed trapway with easy-to-clean skirted design.
French Cures seat ring is ergonomically design to fit body shape.
Quiet-Close elongated seat allows seat to close quietly.
Double injection seat for more elegant, stylish look.
CLASS FIVE 360
The 360-degrees swirling water flush reaches the entire inner
bowl for optimized cleaning performance and hygiene.
WATER SAVING
3/4.5L water consumption flushing compliant with
LEED and Green Building certifications' standards.
SKIRTED APRON
Apron skirted bowl design leaves nowhere to hide
for germs and bacteria for optimal hygiene.

VEIL ONE PIECE WITH SLIM SEAT
K-1381T-SL-0

PRICE

Rp8,246,000
Rp13,744,000

PACKAGE: SAN RAPHAEL ONE-PIECE SKIRTED
TOILET WITH ELECTRONIC BIDET SEAT
CLASS FIVE+
Extraordinary flushing and bulk removal
performance to prevent clogging.
HIDDEN CORD
The hidden power and water supply cords
ensure easier cleaning and maintenance.
HIDDEN CORD
The power cord is concealed, ensuring a
neat and clean appearance
INSTANT WATER HEATING
Water heats-up instantly, avoiding water
tank contamination for better hygiene and
energy efficiency.

RP. 15,899,000.RP. 26,510,00

SAN RAPHAEL SKIRTED
ONE-PIECE TOILET W/O SEAT – HC
VERSION K-3722T-HC-0

C3-150 HIDDEN CORD
ELECTRONIC BIDET SEAT
K-8297K-HC- 0

PACKAGE: ODEON TWO-PIECE TOILET WITH
PURECLEAN MANUAL BIDET SEAT
650mm-

COMPACT BOWL
Space-saving compact bowl design for
smaller sized bathrooms.

Rp4,999,000
Rp7,986,000

ODEON TWO-PIECE TOILET W/O TOILET SEAT
K-8767X-0; K-17689K-0

PURECLEAN MANUAL BIDET SEAT
K-72757IN-0

AVID DUO SENSOR FAUCET
ADD BRILLIANCE TO COMMERCIAL SPACES.

CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY

Cutting-edge technology of kohler with two in one desing()
provide a completely touchless hand-rinsing experience.

PRECISE SENSING TECHNOLOGY - TOF

Precisely measures distance from target
more accurate on/off mechanism

AVID DUO SENSOR FAUCET
K-29936T-CP

LED LIGHTS INDICATE WAVING

Intelligent soap-dispensing mode makes for clear and
convenient

LASTTING COATING

Pass kohler’s strict level 4 salt spray test 96 hours,
4X the industry averge.

TOUCHLESS SENSOR

Invisible sensor technology
Precise operation delivered by internal
hidden sensor
WATER SAVING

Save water without sacrificing
performance

PRICE

Rp7,800,000
Rp13,013,000

MODERNLIFE TWO-PIECE TOUCHLESS TOILET
CLEANING HAS NEVER BEEN EASIER

Modernlife™ toilet’s Rimless Flush enables each flush to reach the
entire inner bowl, leaving nowhere to hide for germs and dirt.
Kohler’s innovative CleanCoat™ glaze applied on the toilet’s
ceramic ensures liquids to bead up rather than strain the surface,
preventing the growth of stains and water spots for unparalleled
longlasting hygiene effectiveness.
HYGIENE MAX
Rimless bowl design leaves nowhere to hide for germs and dirt,
ensuring optimal cleaning of the bowl.

ENHANCED HYGIENE
Touchless avoids possibility of bacterial infection.

STRONG FLUSHING
Avoids clogging and ensures bowl cleanness.

MODERNLIFE TWO-PIECE TOUCHLESS TOILET
K-78800K-TF-0
MODERNLIFE

PRICE

TWO-PIECE 3/4.5L TOUCHLESS TOILET K77784K-TK-O

Rp8,499,000
Rp14,223,000

RIMLESS FLUSH
RIMLESS BOWL
Rimless flush provides an extraordinary flushing performance and
enables each flush to reach the entire inner bowl, ensuring no place for
germs and dirt to hide.
QUICK-RELEASE™
Quick-release hinges enable easy removal of the toilet seat,
facilitating fast and thorough cleaning.
BEVELED RIM
Allows excessive liquid to fall back into the toilet bowl, ensuring
peace of mind and greater hygiene.

TOUCHLESS ACTIVATED
Touchless activation –
big and small flushes on tank lid

BATTERIES
Alkaline battery 1.5V (D size) X 2 EA.

SAN RAPHAEL ONE-PIECE SKIRTED TOILET
Skirted one-piece 4.8L toilet dengan
Class Five flushing K-3722VN-S-0
IMPROVED HYGIENE
The 360-degrees swirling water flush reaches the entire
inner bowl for optimized cleaning performance and
hygiene.
MORE POWERFUL
Extraordinary flushing and bulk removal performance
to prevent clogging.
WATER SAVING
3/4.5L water consumption flushing compliant with LEED
and Green Building certifications' standards.

PRICE

Rp8,316,000
Rp13,860,000

SAN RAPHAEL SKIRTED
ONE-PIECE TOILET
K-3722VN-S-0

MICA ROUND VESSEL
Round Vessel Lavatory
CLEANCOAT
Ensures liquids to bead-up rather than stain the
surface, preventing the growth of stains and
water spots.

MINIMALISM UNVEILED

Thanks to Supramic technology, the lavatory
is a mere 6mm at its thinnest part.

PRICE

Rp2,700,000
Rp4,500,000

MICA ROUND VESSEL
K-90012T-0

MALLECO TOUCHLESS KITCHEN FAUCET
Dirty hands are a leading cause of the spread of
bacteria and virus. a touchless kitchen faucet
will help create a more clean environment for
your home.
Having a touchless kitchen faucet from kohler
lets you get to the business of food preparation
and cooking, without having to worry about
spreading germs. clean your hands after cutting
up raw fish and meat without ever touching the
faucet. water a potted plant without having to
get dirt on the faucet. fill a pets water dish and
rinse your hands after, all without ever having to
dirty the faucet others will use after you walk
away. leaves a cleaner kitchen for the ones you

Response technology provides reliable touchless on/off
operation through a state-of-the-art sensor that
responds in milliseconds
Precision activation window helps prevent false activations
Two-function pull-down sprayhead with touch-control
allows you to switch from stream to Sweep® spray.
Sweep® spray features specially angled nozzles
that form a wide, powerful blade of water to sweep
your dishes and sink clean.

TOUCHLESS OPERATION
Touchless operation
Delivers convenient and hygienic control
SWEEP SPRAY
Forceful spray sweeps sink

PRICE

Rp7,899,000
Rp13,193,000

MALLECO TOUCHLESS KITCHEN FAUCET
K-77748T-4-CP

C3-030 MANUAL BIDET SEAT
CLEANLINESS COMFORT CONVENIENCE
ADJUSTABLE WAND POSITION
Adjust the position of the water
spray wand as desired to reach
more targeted areas.
SELF-CLEANING
Self-cleaning water spray wand for
enhanced hygiene
QUICK-RELEASETM
Dilengkapi dengan quick-release sistem, mempermudah
pelepasan dudukan toilet dan mempermudah melakukan
pembersihan secara cepat dan menyeluruh

NOELECTRIC POWER REQUIRED

PRICE
C3-030 MANUAL BIDET SEAT
K-98804K-0

Rp1,914,000
Rp3,190,000

C3-030 MANUAL BIDET SEAT
COMPATIABLE WITH

San Raphael Grande
one-piece toilet,
K-8688T-S-0

Veil
one-piece toilet,
K-1381T-S-0

San Raphael
one-piece toilet,
K-3722VN-S-0

Reach
one-piece toilet,
K-3983X-S-0

New Patio
one-piece toilet,
K-20171T-S-0

Reach
two-piece toilet,
K-3991X-S-0

Adair Concealed
two-piece toilet,
K-22248K-C-0

